Puppy Biting
S.O.S!
It is always handy to have a good understanding of why puppies turn
into little crocodiles because it is often not just teething & they
sometimes don't JUST grow out of it There are lots of management
techniques to help reduce the amount of it.

Tiredness!

Frustration

A main culprit of excessive biting can be over stimulation &
over arousal! Puppies need approx 18hrs-20hrs sleep a day!
When puppies get tired they often get faster! We commonly
mistake this for needing more exercise to burn off the
energy & accidently add more stimulation to a already tired
puppy, whilst making them fitter & building their stamina!

As they are young & still developing, puppies dont have the
tolerance for patience as adult dogs do. In fact even adult
dogs find this hard as do us humans. Puppies can become
very frustrated when they are denied access to things they
desire, when they find something to challenging, are to tired
& if they do not have appropriate outlets to express needs.

Make sure your pup has a safe haven away from the hustle &
bustle of the home & family, where they can nap or have
quiet time without disturbance. When puppies are pumped
full of adrenaline they often cant just stop & switch off or
play nice & instead they become more gnarly & hyper with it.
Provide something for them to lick or chew (lick-mat or filled
kong/chew) in a quiet space to help them wind down.

This may present as a more gnarly, repetitive biting surge
from your puppy! Biting leads, ragging toys, furnishings and
your clothing can all be frustration surges. Ensure your
puppy has adequate rest, takes a break from what they find
challenging & has appropriate outlets for mental enrichment
to entertain themselves when they cannot have access to
other things or you are unavailable to them at that moment.

Explorers!

Teething & Wrong
Signals

Puppies like babies explore the world with their mouths.
Puppies learn alot about things in their environment by
exploring with their mouths. Puppies & dogs NEED to chew, it
is part of their development & their natural behaviour.
Chewing & licking helps release chemicals in their brain to
pacify themselves & wind down. If your puppy seems to lay
and chew you & then crash out to sleep it maybe that your
puppy is trying to find a way to self soothe. Instead provide
something appropriate in their quiet safe haven to do this on
to relax & discourage them from using you as thier pacifier,
even if it is cute!

Nature Calls..
Believe it or not you are likely to see a big surge in gnarly
nipping when your puppy is hungry or needs the toilet!
If it is near dinner time then you are more likely to see more
excessive nipping.
Ensure you take them out for a toilet break because needing
to pee or poop can certainly make puppies more irritable &
mouthy.

Boredom!

If your puppy is teething then their mouth is very irritated &
sore. Anything that touches their mouth is going to send them
into a crocodile frenzy. Puppies can start teething between
3mnths & 5mnths. They often go through secondary teething
at 10-12mnths where the back teeth grow bigger. Providing the
right material chewing items will help relieve this instead of
using you or your furniture (I swear by buffalo horns, yak/ pizzle
sticks, Natural tree root chews, large nylabones & filled kongs).
We can often play with our puppies in a way that our hands are
hard to resist biting, when we make high pitched excited noises
& wave our hands around & play rough this will certainly
encourage biting & nipping. Often puppies can't differentiate
bite inhibition in rough play & who they can and can't do this
on, so they think it's ok to interact with everyone this way. We
also tend to offer a toy to bite on after they have nipped,
accidentally rewarding the nipping. Instead have enrichment
already out for your puppy & on rotation so new things appear
in the day & interact with your puppy with a toy between you
rather than just your limbs. This will teach them more
appropriate ways to use their mouths in play with you.

Please Stop!

As well as being over stimulated your puppy may also be under
stimulated. Very mouthy dogs or dogs that are natural chewers
sometimes have toys denied them because of their destruction. This
will just enhance their desire & need to mouth & quite quickly you
become suitable entertainment for that. Ensure your puppy has an
abundance of suitable enrichment available for them to chew & lick.
See my Free enrichment ideas document for ideas. Put the toys on
rotation for increased novelty & engagement with them. Some pups
may not have had alot of enrichment at the breeder apart from the
other littermates, so that can transfer on to mouthing you for
entertainment very quickly if not given appropriate outlets.

Puppies are cute & often it is hard to resist touching ,
cuddling & interacting with them.

Quite often squeaking or yelping when they nip or turning your back
on them, often spurs puppies on more to nip. Instead remain calm &
show them that all engagement stops & completely disengage with
them. Say 'enough' & stop all interaction immediately & leave the
room or pop your pup out the room for 10secs. When you re-engage
with your pup try having a toy between you to show that play only
happens with a toy not your hands or clothes! Repeat as soon as you
feel teeth on skin. If they stop when you say "enough' praise them for
responding. They will learn that nipping makes everything stop & go
away & no nipping or playing with a toy with you makes interaction
continue.

Try the consent test. Simply touch your puppy for 5 seconds
and stop. Wait to see your dogs reply to this. They will either
give you a keep going signal or no more signal. Keep going
signals will look like nudges, contact & pawing of you to keep
touching. No more signals, may be your dog walking away,
doing nothing at all to you and remaining as they are or
nipping. Try listening to their reply to help reduce over
affection issues & defensive nipping from arising. Your puppy
only has limited ways to let you know it doesn't want
something & it will resort to using its mouth if needed.

No matter how loving & friendly your puppy is they still need
some personal space as we do. Puppies can get frustrated
when interaction is very long and continuous. This means
some biting or nipping can be your puppy trying to tell you, it
has had enough & it needs you to back off. Just because
your puppy tolerates it the majority of the time does not
necessarily mean they 'love it' and they may be saying "not
now" or "please stop".
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